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Protecting and revitalizing Boggart Hole Clough Ancient Woodland Park

Proposal to create reedbeds in the Lake
to enhance Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve Waterbirds Sanctuary
Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust (BHCCAT), a democratic organization of volunteers founded in 2000,
works in partnership with, among others, Manchester City Council (MCC), the landowner of Boggart Hole Clough (BHC).
BHCCAT carries out an Equal Opportunities Policy ensuring everyone can participate in its activities.

References below - Ref 1, 2, 3, etc - please see page 5 for list of referenced documents.

Photo 1. Lake & woodland - downloaded 28.3.2014 courtesy Bing / Micrososft.

Photo 3. Reeds at Leighton Moss RSPB Nature Reserve, Carnforth - 8.5.2008.

Photo 2. South-west Lake area – 29.3.2014.

Photo 4. Reeds at Drinkwater Park, Prestwich - 12.6.2010.

Progressing BHCCAT activities & objectives, as elaborated in various documents (e.g. Refs 5, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15),
further to MCC’s 2008 declaration of Local Nature Reserve status for BHC, we propose the creation of

reedbeds in the Lake to transform this central feature of the Clough into a genuine
Waterbirds Sanctuary, an enhanced habitat where scarce wildlife can thrive.
Thanks to BHCCAT Members especially Mervyn Romain, Mildred Willner & Paul McCrystal for helping to
develop this proposal.
__
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Constructed 1908-10, the Lake with its central Island has evolved naturally into a habitat for waterbirds with e.g.
Grey Herons nesting in Island trees, & Coots, Great Crested Grebes & Moorhens nesting on tree branches in the
Lake overhanging from the Island (see Ref 16 for Lake environs’ full range of waterbirds).
Creating reedbeds would further naturalize the Lake allowing these already present bird species to multiply &
attracting rarer bird species & other wildlife thus fulfilling the Lake’s full biodiversity potential.
Reedbeds are wetlands dominated by Common Reed (Phragmites australis), the tallest member of the grass family
in Britain. Reeds can grow in damp ground & in water up 1 metre / 3ft 3in deep. Reedbeds may also include other
plant species e.g. Reedmace, Yellow Iris, Branched Bur-reed, Bittersweet & Marsh Cinquefoil.
“Reedbeds are amongst the most important habitats for birds in the UK” (UK Biodiversity Action Plan, Ref 11).
Birds supported by reedbeds - for breeding or feeding or roosting or combination of these – include Water Rails,
Reed Buntings & Reed Warblers, & nationally rare birds including Bitterns, Marsh Harriers & Bearded Reedlings
(Ref 6). Other wildlife closely associated with reedbeds include Water Voles, Water Shrews, Common Frogs,
Common Toads, Smooth Newts, Butterflies, Damselflies, Dragonflies & Moths (Refs 6 & 9).
Many reedbeds in Britain have been lost due to intensive agriculture amongst other factors. The depleted total
area of reedbeds remaining, & the critically reduced populations of many species dependent on this habitat, makes
the creation of new reedbeds extremely important (Ref 6). A new small area of reedbeds, as proposed here at
BHC Lake, would provide a stepping-stone for birds to larger reedbeds e.g. at Doffcocker Lodge, Pennington
Flash & Wigan Flashes (Ref 6).
This potentially huge enhancement of the Lake’s conservation value / wildlife interest is reason enough in itself
for the establishment of reedbeds. There is however a further significant interrelated reason - reedbeds would
help purify the Lake’s polluted water.
In 2006, Aquascience reported that the Lake was “.. locked in an algal-dominated state, allowing for very little
aquatic biodiversity and giving rise to periodic blue-green algal blooms .. ammonia released from the thick
sediment layer is contaminating the waters downstream .. bioremediation measures .. to substantially improve
water quality and increase aquatic biodiversity while reducing algal dominance .. unstable silt which is being
stirred up constantly by the resident large carp .. is exacerbating the release of ammonia and other nutrients from
the sludge .. Therefore recommend .. Removal of the carp, and other bottom-feeding species such as tench and
bream (if present), from the lake. It is proposed to net out as many bottom-feeding fish as possible, for transfer
to the adjacent fishing lake ..” (Refs 2 & 4). The report further recommended the installation of reedbeds for a
wildlife habitat & filtration of pollutants from the water. A ‘Habitat Rowing Boat Barrier’ was also proposed,
“limiting human activity within the designated wildlife area ..” (Refs 2 & 4).
Later in 2006, based on the above recommendations, MCC & BHCCAT produced a plan for installing reedbeds
& boat barriers (Ref 4). This plan received a letter of support from the Greater Manchester (GM) Ecology Unit’s
Principal Ecologist, Derek Richardson: “The Ecology Unit considers that the project .. will improve the nature
conservation value of the site & will directly contribute to targets set out in the GM Biodiversity Action Plan for
the Ponds & Lodges Habitats Action Plan ..” (Ref 4). Unfortunately the construction materials proposed in this
plan proved too expensive for the grant available (Ref 4).
In 2007, Ecology Services UK Ltd confirmed that “in terms of biodiversity” the Lake’s “desired favourable
condition .. has not yet been attained ..” (Ref 3).
In 2010, BHCCAT proposed installation of a reed fringe (Ref 7). This proposal was criticised on grounds of reeds
covering too small an area of the Lake to effectively filtrate the water (Ref 12, item 11).
Later in 2010, MCC proposed installing 2 reedbeds. This proposal was criticised partly on grounds that no
reedbed was located for filtration purposes where the Fish Pond overflows into the Lake as advised by Salix River
& Wetland Services Ltd (Ref 12, item 11).
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BHCCAT’s reedbed design presented below (see also pages 4 & 5) rectifies inadequacies of earlier proposals
summarized above.
All measurements are approximate.
In this plan 37% of the Lake would become reedbeds – Lake area 16,300 sq m / 19,500 sq yd, reedbeds area
6,000 sq m / 7,175 sq yd – which should be a sufficient area to effectively filtrate the water (Ref 12, item 11).
As can be seen, unlike earlier proposals, this proposal takes cognizance of the Lake’s original design – the
reedbeds mirror the shape of the Island so the reedscape / waterscape is readable, aesthetically coherent.
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These 3 cross-section diagrams below relate to those indicated in the sketchplan above. The design of the reedbeds
is discussed further on page 5.

__
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This proposal follows RSPB guidelines (Ref 1) & their further observations - “the importance of the dry areas of
reedbed for biodiversity .. all parts of the hydrological gradient have biodiversity & conservation value” (Ref 9).
Therefore in this design (see cross-section diagrams, page 4) the reedbeds’ rubble bases are not contained in
vertical sided gabions but rather allowed to spread naturally providing sloping ledges, graduated zones. Most of
the reedbeds are deep reedbed – 20cm / 8in deep to 1m / 3ft 3in deep; two areas of shallow reedbed - 5cm / 2in
above water level to 20cm / 8in below - emerge from surrounding deep reedbeds.
Overall, these reedbeds with graduated sloping edges, from 5cm / 2in above water level to 1m / 3ft 3in below,
together with the areas of open water, could potentially produce a very biodiverse habitat of marginal, emergent,
submerged, floating-leaved & free floating flora with concomitant fauna.
Besides the plants already mentioned above (page 2), the following plants could flourish: Rushes, Sedges,
Gypsywort, Marsh Woundwort, Purple Loosestrife, Great Water Dock, Water Mint, Water Crowfoot, Broadleaved Pondweed, Curled Pondweed, Rigid Hornwort.
__

Transplanting reed turfs on the rubble bed substructure would perhaps be best method of planting reeds (Ref 1).
The reeds & other plants should be of local provenance (Refs 1 & 12, item 11).
Until the reeds are well established they will need protecting with bird-proof netting or fencing (Ref 12, item 11).
Eventually reed cutting & removal of arisings will be required to prevent natural succession of the reedbeds to
scrub & woodland; also, to preserve areas designated as open water, any reeds spreading into these areas, away
from the beds, will need to be pulled out (Refs 1 & 9).
__

Reedbed creation specialists could further develop this outline plan & provide quotes for installing the reedbeds.
__

We have found that the local residents & park users we have approached generally support this proposal.
We hope MCC councillors & officers will approve this proposal.
__

References - documents referenced above can be seen on our website, except for Refs 1, 2, 6, 9 & 11, copies of
which available upon request; documents listed in chronological order in which written rather than order in which
appear in text above:
Ref 1: Reedbed design & establishment, RSPB, July 2004.
Ref 2: BHC Lake bioremediation proposal, Aquascience.co.uk, 13.9.2006.
Ref 3: BHC Biodiversity Management Plan, Ecology Services UK Ltd, 29.6.2007.
Ref 4: Lodge Biodiversity Enrichment Programme, BHCCAT, 18.11.2007.
Ref 5: Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals, BHCCAT, 16.6.2008.
Ref 6: Reedbeds & Bittern, Habitat Action Plan, GM Biodiversity Project, GM Ecology Unit, 14.8.2009.
Ref 7: Lakeside regeneration preliminary proposals, BHCCAT, 17.6.2010.
Ref 8: Lake & Island Waterbirds Sanctuary proposal, BHCCAT, 30.9.2010.
Ref 9: Bringing Reedbeds to Life, RSPB, 29.3.2011.
Ref 10: Island conservation delivery plan 2011-2016, BHCCAT, 18.10.2011.
Ref 11: Priority Habitat Descriptions, UK Biodiversity Action Plan, JNCC, 29.1.2012.
Ref 12: Minutes of 5.10.2010 AGM & Executive Committee Open Meeting, BHCCAT, 27.6.2012.
Ref 13: Boggart Waterbirds species identification, BHCCAT, 19.7.2012.
Ref 14: ‘Do not feed the birds’ signage around the Lakeside, BHCCAT, 10.8.2012.
Ref 15: Boggart Birding Club flyer / poster, BHCCAT, 16.5.2013.
Ref 16: Waterbirds Survey 2004-2013, BHCCAT, 28.12.2013; survey ongoing.
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